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By Larry Wise

The Real Value of Indoor Leagues

A

used shooting glove, some
arrows, a pocket quiver and
a Jennings Trail Boss compound bow made up the equipment I
bought in 1976 when I decided to
switch to the compound bow. I shot a
little at home before I went to the club
with it. I wasn’t very good but I was
now a “modern” archer like the other
guys in the club that had made the
change and were looking forward to
the fall hunting season.
I shot a few animal targets around
the club’s outdoor range and joined in
on some of the Sunday paper animal
target shoots that were popular. It had
been a few years since I had shot at
any organized archery event and it felt
good doing it again – it fed my archery
competitive side that had been dormant for a few years.
In late summer several of the club
members told me to come to the
indoor league that started in midDecember after the gun hunting season was over. I decided I would do
that and that prompted me to order a
new Jennings Arrow Star four-wheel
compound – it came the week before
Christmas.
I shot it with my finger tab and the
same used Game Getter arrows I
already had. It was ugly to say the
least. Even though I practiced in my
basement several times a week I wasn’t very good and couldn’t help my
four-man team very much. In fact,
they carried me most every week. A
clicker helped get me through the end
of the indoor league season and had
me looking forward to shooting outdoors.
Despite my struggles I had a good
time shooting indoors at the club and
my love of archery was rekindled – I
was hooked again like I had been
when I was an eight-year-old boy.
Looking back now I can see that my
first indoor league season was
extremely important to my subse-

The Sunday shooting line at the January Lancaster Classic Pro Tournament features the
best shooters in the land. Ninety percent of them shoot in indoor leagues and attribute
much of their success to learning their basic skills in that form of competition. Standing
beside you competition helps you learn how to focus on the important part of the shot –
executing with good form.

quent archery career. I learned so
much during those four months and,
most important, I made lots of friends
- - - good friends that I still have today.

EQUIPMENT
I learned that good equipment
can make a difference. One of the
guys, Ronnie, suggested that I get a
long stabilizer to help steady the bow
during both aiming and after the
release. He was right, it did all of that.
As I struggled with my shot execution
my team leader suggested that I get a
“clicker” draw-check device to help
me. I did, I tried it and once again he
was right; it helped.
My long time friend Harry suggested that I get some good arrows. He
worked at the local hardware
store/archery shop and gave me a
good deal on a dozen of 1816 XX75
Easton Aluminum shafts. Ray fletched
them for me and they, too, helped.
And so it went with a better sight, better arrow rest and a good quiver.
Everyone had tips on how to get better
by purchasing better equipment and
sharing what they knew about how to

use it all.
However, nobody had good information on better shooting form. They
could help with the equipment but
not with how to use my body.
Technique with the compound bow
was in its infancy so everyone was on
their own to find out what worked and
what didn’t. I sure learned what didn’t
work during that first year.

COMPETITION
I learned to compete again that
first indoor season. I hadn’t shot any
competitions since I was about 16 or
17 so I needed to start over again.
Stepping to the shooting line at the
appropriate time, shooting the correct
target, shooting the correct number of
arrows and recording scores were all
skills that got relearned.
More importantly, I learned to
deal with the scores I was shooting. I
had to learn to accept the scores I shot
and move on to the next end. This
took several years actually and eventually became one of my best attributes. Shooting one arrow only is difficult
for many to do; some archers can
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never separate from the previous shot
so they can execute the next one
clear-minded.
I’m sure that the people at my
club are no different than at all the
other clubs across this country. They
like to help. They sure did back in
1977. In fact, sometimes they helped
too much and at times I felt like I was
being pulled in three or four different
directions all at the same time. They
are great people and they all mean
well but it can put entirely too much
on a beginner’s plate. I got frustrated
at times much like at the golf course
this past month with golf skills I’m trying to learn this summer. Lots of help
is not always a good thing.
Two months after that first indoor
league season I switched to a back
tension release aid, a Stanislawski
two-finger. I got better in a hurry and
by the time my second winter indoor
league started I was shooting very
nearly the same scores as the best
release shooters in my club. Very
quickly I reached a level that no one
local could help me with and I began
to look elsewhere for tips on how to
get better. But my local club remained
my proving ground for all I learned
and I could see my scores getting better when it counted.
Thirty years later my club is a little
different. Most of the old guys are
gone except for Steve, Mark, Bill and
me. The guys that have been coming
for the last 20 years are really good at
helping the new shooters – they don’t
offer too much help and the help they
do offer is well founded in the proven
techniques that I’ve helped them
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learn. We wait until a
new shooter asks for
help before we give it –
their ears are more
open when we do it
that way. We have a
great club with strong
shooters that are also
good instructors.
As a shop owner or
club member you may
want to review the
process by which your
new league shooters
get the help they need.
Are they getting too
much help, not enough Organizing and hosting a league in your shop should
or just the right attract young shooters. Keep them in mind when making the
amount? Who helps rules because we all know who holds the future.
them? Are they qualified to help or are they the only ones Vegas face. The league is based on the
300 Round or 30 arrows. The first five
willing to help?
ends or 15 arrows constitute the first
150-point game and the last five ends
SAMPLE INDOOR LEAGUES
There are hundreds of ways to run makes the second game of 150 points.
an indoor league. They all work but Each night a team can win three
some are better than others so I’ll points, one for winning each 150
share some ideas that I’ve picked up game and a third for winning the overover the years through the different all point total. An even split of games
clubs and shops I visit. They may help and a tie total gives each team 1-1/2
you make a few changes that will points. Sometimes a team wins just
improve your own league.
1/2 point for the night.
We call it an 80 Percent Handicap
Mark and his wife, Lisa, do the
League.
By that I mean that each week
bookkeeping for our indoor league at
when
two
teams shoot against each
the Juniata County Sportsmen’s Club.
other
the
team
with the lower average
It usually runs for about 12 weeks
gets
a
handicap
added on to their
depending on the number of threescore
equal
to
80
percent
of the differman teams that participate. Last season we had 11 teams including two ence between the two teams’ averformed by some of our high school ages. As an example, if one team averages 140 per man and the other average members – that was great to see.
The target we use is the three-spot ages 130 then the lower average team
would get a handicap of 80 percent of
the 10 point difference or eight points
per man.
Now, what this all means is each
team must shoot its average or a little
better to win. If your team shoots
higher than your average you win
points and you raise in your place in
the overall team standings. The focus
of this system is on each archer “getting better” throughout the course of
the league season. We’re there to help
each other become better archers.
Winning is nice and we certainly try
I photographed some of the shooters in the new summer 3-D league at Presley’s
but we also all help each other so our
Outdoors, Peoria, Illinois. The league is attracting an average of 100 shooters per week,
club gets stronger. People like coming
each paying $8 per night to shoot. I was at this pro shop and range in mid-July to conto a club or shop that helps its memduct a two-day shooter’s school.
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and the 20 cm or
birdie face. Six
different
distances are shot
at these two different
faces.
Four arrows are
shot at the 35 cm
face (7 cm spot)
from each of
three distances:
20, 17 and 12
At right, two field-round faces are used in the A & M
yards.
Two
Archery modified Flint Round. The 35 cm face is shot
arrows are shot
from 20, 17 and 12-yards while the 20 cm face is shot
at the smaller 20
form 15, 10 and 7.5-yards. Despite the close distances
One 3-D target with two paper animal targets posted
this is a very challenging round with few perfect scores cm face (4 cm
behind makes a challenging round shot from 20, 17
spot) from 15, 10
and 10-yards. The scoring is 5, 4, and 3-points. The scor- having been shot.
and 7.5-yards.
ing rings are lightly drawn on the animals and not easily seen from the shooting positions – you have to
Mike also uses the 80 per- Plus, four more shots are taken at a
remember where they are if you want to score well.
cent handicap system like I walk-up 35 cm target from 20, 17, 12
described earlier where a and 10 yards making a total of 22 shots
bers get better at shooting. It’s also shooter’s average is based on his most for a complete half-round. After a
close competition and more fun. recent three scores. Mike and I dis- short break the second half is com(Note: I didn’t participate last season cussed this 80 percent and agreed that pleted.
because of my travel schedule so I it should be a little higher but some
Nobody uses big arrows in this
helped anyone that wanted help every shooters balk at 90 percent even league because of the closeness of
night I was able to attend.)
though that would be a fair game if many of the shots: Too many would be
Mark used to run the league with you shoot your average consistently.
damaged by shooting at the same
a 70 percent handicap but tweaked it
The A & M fall target league is spot. Regardless, only seven perfect
for this past season. He may make similar but is based on the three spot scores have been shot in the three
other adjustments for this coming Vegas face. They use a 45 arrow round years this pro shop has been running
year – we won’t know until he gets it worth 450 points maximum. The this league. This is also a two man, ten
started just after January 1. For sure, Vegas face is used in the fall so archers week league with an 80 percent handhe will make it better.
can prepare for the Lancaster Archery icap system.
Bowhunters like to shoot 3-D tarMy good friend, Chris Beling, Classic at the end of January and for
from New Jersey shoots at A & M the Vegas Tournament in February. It gets so Mike has developed a neat
setup for them using eight Rinehart 3Archery in Lakewood, New Jersey. ends before the Christmas holidays.
Chris is a former NFAA National
I think you’ll like two of the league D targets. This Bowhunter 3-D League
Indoor Champion from several years ideas that Mike runs. The modified uses two paper animal targets posted
ago and relies on the 40 x 100 foot Flint League is his most popular and directly behind each of eight 3-D anishooting lane at A & M for his practice. really caught my interest because it mals. Each target has a hand-drawn 7
He also gets his fair share of competi- uses two sizes of the NFAA Field faces, cm five ring (not visible from the
tion from the league shooters there in the 35 centimeter (cm) face,k which is shooting line) in the vital area and is
a host of different types of leagues. My normally used at 15 through 30 yards, scored 5, 4, & 3 points. One four-man
interest got the best of me so I called
owner Mike Chambers to find out
what leagues he’s running and how he
feels it helps his shop’s bottom line.
Mike runs several two man target
leagues, two man modified Flint
leagues and a four man bow hunter
league. He also has a Dart setup for
those that like that form of video
shooting.
The two man winter indoor target
league starts in January and runs the
longest at 16 weeks. It’s based on the
NFAA five-spot, 60 arrow round with a
maximum score of 300 points (60 Xs).
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team starts in each of the eight lanes
and shoots one arrow from each of
three distances. The 3-D animal is
shot from 20 and 17 yards while the
paper target is shot from 10 yards (two
men at each of the two paper targets).
The 7 cm five ring is positioned
differently in the 4 ring vital on each
animal with its location varied weekly
to increase the challenge and save
wear and tear on the animal. Eight target lanes at three arrows per lane
complete a half-round of 24 shots and
120-points. After a short break the
teams shoot the second half of 24
shots.
Each team can earn eleven-points
per night in this 80 percent handicap
system. Each team member gets a
point for beating an assigned member
from the opposing team for each
round of 24 arrows plus the team gets
a point for high score on 24 shots. The
team with the highest total for all 48
arrows also gets a point for the night.
Believe it or not, no one has ever shot
a perfect score on this round because
you can’t always see the five-ring. A &
M has two filled league nights every
week for ten weeks.
I asked Mike his feelings on the
benefits the leagues give his shop and
his first word was as you could guess
“traffic”. Mike says “the leagues keep
traffic coming in and out of my shop.
The winter leagues are especially
important because that’s when I have
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all the new bows and accessories on
display and that’s when my customers
do a lot of their buying.” Mike runs his
winter league for 16 weeks so he keeps
shooters coming in the door during
April, one of his slower months. He’d
like to run it through May as well but
everyone is getting outside then to
shoot or do other outdoor activities.
Mike’s shop is located in a highly
populated and, therefore, highly taxed
area of New Jersey so he has to keep
customers coming in all year long if he
can. He charges $12 per night to shoot
in his leagues so he can pay his rent
and says he doesn’t make much profit
on that and relies on sales of bows and
accessories as well as service work to
generate most of the profit. We all
know that’s why high traffic volume is
the key to this business plan.
This retailer is looking seriously at
holding a free “Intro to Archery Night”
once a week to give those interested in
trying archery a place and time to do
it. The difficult step right now seems
to be getting the word out to the
potential customers for it. Check his
web site to find out what he comes up
with over the next few months.
Brothers Tom and Bruce
Goldsmith, Bruce’s son Ben and Steve
Plein opened Plum Creek Archery of
Dyersville, Iowa in May of 2010. Their
plan was to provide an archery shop
that would give good service and provide a place for area archers to do
some shooting. I visited them this past
May to present the Community Coach
Course so they could also add coaching to the list of services they provide –
the CCC certification was exactly what
they needed to get them going with
sound coaching evaluation and
instruction skills.

Their current shop is wide
enough for a video TechnoHunt system plus a two lane, 20 yard range.
They run a TechnoHunt League using
their video setup and the software
that comes with it. A $25 registration
fee plus $6 per week will get an archer
into this one man league that lasts
eight weeks.
Each week features a different set
of 25 target scenes. Tom chooses all
whitetail deer one week and maybe all
turkey scenes the next. The league
shooters can shoot any evening that
the shop is open and if they can’t
shoot during a particular week they
can arrange to come the next week to
shoot the previous week’s scene.
Scores, totals and handicaps are all
kept by the software that comes with
the video package. Plum Creek has
had as high as 42 shooters in their
leagues partly due to the money
prizes they give out: $150 for first,
$100 for second and $75 for third.
For special tournaments they
run two man, three man and
father/child best shot events. These
are usually held on weekends while
the regular leagues are shot on weekdays. Leagues run every eight weeks
except for the fall league which is
only four weeks long due to the start
of hunting season.
Since they have the Community
Coach Certification the owners have
been scheduling coaching sessions
for their customers who want to
improve. Currently new students set
up five sessions over five weeks and
can do more if interested. The best
part for me is that I know their students are learning the correct fulldraw-position and that makes shooting easier to learn and more fun to do

Plum Creek Archery in Dyersville, Iowa, features a TechnoHunt video league as the main
drawing card. They also have a two lane 20 yard shooting area shown here for coaching
students. Staff recently took the Community Coach Course certification so that all four
owners can do some coaching with the students they are attracting.
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